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Mitigating risk with Policy-Based-Access-Control & Dynamic Authorization

“Security and risk management technical professionals 
should mitigate digital access risk by modernizing runtime 
authorization controls.”

(Gartner®, Architecting Modern Policy-Based Runtime Authorization, 2020, Homan Farahmand)

The risk challenge


Cyber risk has never been greater, with the frequency and cost of incidents 
continually on the rise:
 Cybercrime is up 600% since the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic
 The average time to identifying a breach in 2020 was 207 days´
 Ransomware costs are expected to reach $265 billion by 2031

Yet detecting intrusions, preventing lateral movement, and mitigating risk is a formidable
challenge for any organization. Today’s enterprise is digital, complex, and has:
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A key strategy for organizations seeking to overcome the multiple challenges of 
mitigating risk is to drive authorizations with Policy-Based Access Control 
(PBAC) and Dynamic Authorization.

Mitigating inherent & residual risk
By offering a profoundly more effective approach to regulating who can view 
and access resources, PBAC and Dynamic Authorization constitute strategic 
components of the risk mitigation arsenal.


They help mitigate inherent risk and reduce the probability that a cybersecurity 
event may occur by compensating for possible countermeasures 
that may not be in place. 

Furthermore, they help to mitigate 
residual risk by significantly augmenting 
controls that have been implemented.
 
As such, PBAC and dynamic authorization 
serve as powerful tools for combating risk.

Bolstering defense with Policy Manager
“Risk and trust are dynamic and ever-changing.” Gartner®

Policy Manager delivers on the Dynamic Authorization promise by regulating access to
application resources, data assets, and any other asset as based on the specific context of
the session, in real time, at the time of access, and further to multiple attributes, including:
 User level attributes´
 The location and system from which the user is authenticating
 The number of authentication factors being used
 What the user is trying to access, and any meta data associated with it
 Time and day
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The solution’s policy engine evaluates each of these and multiple other relevant 
attributes, driving decisions at that point of access during runtime. 

Furthermore, each time access is attempted a new decision is made in real time. 
This decision is driven by the highest levels of granularity possible, evaluating all 
the attributes that are updated at that specific point in time, as well as the real-time 
context and environment, rather than as based on attributes that were predefined 
by the application.

Visibility & control

PlainID's Policy Manager delivers unprecedented visibility into what users are trying to and
actually can and should access. Moreover, it enables simulations of how changes in role
attributes will impact access. Both of these capabilities greatly reinforce an organization’s
ability to mitigate access risk.   

Powerful auditing capabilities

Policy Manager provides powerful auditing 
capabilities, with the Authorization Audit report, 
which can be easily generated by both business 
owners and auditors. This report provides insights 
into authorization requests – including, to which 
resources was access requested, what kind of access 
was granted, and based on which policies.
The report can include information on multiple parameters, including identities, 
date/time ranges, and request types, with a drill-down view into each transaction.


For example, permit/deny requests over the course of a specific time period may be
audited, as well as how many times a certain programmer accessed a particular
server on any given day.


Furthermore, when used in tandem with SIEM solutions, Policy Manager increases the
granularity of information that can be aggregated, driving improved access
monitoring capabilities across the digital landscape.

Policy Manager in action

A major bank was faced with the great challenge of controlling access to thousands of IT
resources with hundreds of projects being executed concurrently. Access definitions was 
a manual process performed by the help desk team. Without automation, and without
PBAC and dynamic authorization – the team simply couldn’t handle all the requests 
and many users wound up being over-permitted.

The risk and compliance team raised a very big red flag – this situation amounted to  
a major security risk. But, with PBAC and dynamic authorization from Policy Manager, 
the bank had overcome the challenge, with the solution enabling:
 Automated access decisions as based on well defined policies, 

replacing manual operations.
 Reducing thousands of access decisions to just a few, as driven by simple policies, 
where users can access resources according to roles and projects.
 Alleviating the need for help desk support by 70% As a result, the bank achieved an
immediate increase in efficiency and effectiveness, and a profound reduction in risk.


To see how Policy Manager can help you mitigate risk, we invite you to reach 
out to us for a free trial here.
Learn more

